
ISB Fund for Excellence 



 1962: ISB’S FIRST ADDRESS, A BASEMENT IN BELMONT

 TODAY: AERIAL VIEW OF ISB CAMPUS



Help Continue a Long History of Philanthropy
The International School of Boston (ISB) has been a growing and evolving dream for more 
than 50 years – thanks to the generous families that have helped build and enhance the 
school we enjoy today.

To continue to make that dream a reality, we are asking all members of our community of 
more than 500 families to make a meaningful contribution to the ISB Fund for Excellence.

It’s Your Turn to Help
An investment in your school is an investment in your children – whether you are new to  
ISB or have been part of our community for years. Even if you don’t expect to be in the 
Boston area for long, we ask that you honor your school by making a contribution. After all, 
the reputation of the school follows our graduates throughout their lives, wherever they go.

Every donation matters – thank you in advance for your generosity.

We would be pleased to discuss naming opportunities that permanently honor donors. 



AN ORGANIC INFILL PLAYGROUND 

COST OF PROJECT: $450,000 

AMOUNT COLLECTED: $400,000

A STATE-OF-THE-ART MATH LAB 

COST OF PROJECT: $54,000 

AMOUNT COLLECTED: $270,068

COMMITTED TO TRANSFORMATION

OUR SIGNATURE SPACE:  
THE LIBRARY AND MEDIA CENTER

COST OF PROJECT: $I,200,000 

AMOUNT COLLECTED: $647,089

A CONTEMPORARY AND WELCOMING  
LOBBY IN CAMBRIDGE

COST OF PROJECT: $84,000 

AMOUNT COLLECTED: $334,044

2005–2008 2008–2009

2011–2013 2013–2014



2013–2014 2014–2015

A PRACTICAL SCIENCE LAB 

COST OF PROJECT: $302,000 

AMOUNT COLLECTED: $403,350

AN INVITING AND FUNCTIONAL  
STUDENT LOUNGE

COST OF PROJECT: $272,000 

AMOUNT COLLECTED: $302,368

NEW LIGHTS AND FLOORING  
IN MATERNELLE

COST OF PROJECT: $200,000 

AMOUNT COLLECTED: $334,044

A RENOVATED FACULTY ROOM 

COST OF PROJECT: $100,000 

AMOUNT COLLECTED: $351,924

2009–2010 2010–2011

Annual giving and the ISB Fund for Excellence have supported the 
transformation of our school since 1962, increasing the appeal of  
ISB and giving us the facilities we enjoy today. 

These major projects were part of annual areas 
of greatest needs supported by fundraising, as 
described in the following section.



Our Enrollment History
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Focusing on Critical Areas
Every year, the ISB Fund for Excellence supports areas of greatest need at ISB.  
This 2015–2016 campaign will support four major areas:

• The Cambridge Campus Expansion with a new 16,702 sq ft building on our  
Cambridge campus

• Curriculum and Technology Enhancements 

• Promoting Athletics and Physical Education

• Preservation of Our Historical Building

In addition, donors are welcome to restrict their gifts to five categories:

• Performing and Visual Arts

• Academic Programs

• Faculty Professional Development

• Financial Aid

• Technological Upgrades



Cambridge Campus Expansion
Lease: 20 years

Timeline: PHASE 1 – 1st and 2nd Floors – Fall, 2016 
PHASE 2 – Basement and 3rd Floor – Sept., 2017 or later, depending on needs  
and fundraising

Scope: 16,702 sq ft 
Designed as a residence for nuns, this building was constructed in 1950 and was never 
renovated. Structural repairs and ADA upgrades are necessary. 

Cost of Phase 1: Approximately $2million (incl. capital repairs totaling $1 million to be 
paid by landlord) 

ISB’s Buildings and Grounds Committee, Senior Leadership Team and Faculty are working 
together to develop a plan that:

• Meets faculty and curriculum requirements

• Benefits the whole Cambridge campus

• Aligns with the long-term development plan of the school

Benefits
The campus expansion will relieve severe space constraints in Cambridge. Each division 
will benefit from a dedicated space designed to promote greater cohesion:

• Grades 4 and 5 will occupy the new building

• Lower School grades 1 to 3 will remain in the Lower School building

• Middle School will occupy the 2nd floor of the main building

• Upper School will occupy the 3rd and 4th floors of the main building

• Scheduling will better accommodate the needs of students and will allow growth  
in all divisions



THE CAMPUS EXPANSION WILL 

RELIEVE SPACE CONSTRAINTS 

IN CAMBRIDGE. EACH  

DIVISION WILL BENEFIT FROM 

A DEDICATED SPACE THAT WILL 

PROMOTE GREATER COHESION.



Promoting Athletics and Physical Education
The ISB Department of Athletics & Physical Education’s primary goal is to promote and instill 
the importance of living a healthy active lifestyle while exposing our students to a wide variety 
of sports and activities. Through sports, ISB students will develop confidence, teamwork and 
sportsmanship, while creating a sense of school spirit and pride through competition.

In 2015–2016 the physical  
curriculum is adding:

• Canoeing

• Rock climbing

• Martial arts

• Yoga

• Swimming

• Circuit training

• Running

• Skating

• Kickboxing

• CPR certification 

In the two coming years, 
the Athletics & Physical 
Education Department  
will introduce the following 
sports:

• Field hockey at Harvard

• Lacrosse

• Squash

• Spinning

• Self-defense

• Biking

In addition, ISB will 
investigate the possibility of:

• Leasing of a small bus for 
travel for sports teams and 
access to sports facilities 
for all gym classes

• Installation of a permanent 
sound system/screen in the 
gym

• Creation of storage space 
for equipment

• Publication of an athletic 
recap magazine

• Organization of bi-yearly 
all-community spirit events



 

THROUGH SPORTS, ISB 

STUDENTS WILL DEVELOP 

CONFIDENCE, TEAMWORK 

AND SPORTSMANSHIP, 

WHILE CREATING A SENSE OF 

SCHOOL SPIRIT AND PRIDE 

THROUGH COMPETITION.



Curriculum and Technology Enhancements
The campus expansion will eliminate space constraints and allow greater  
interaction through a dedicated space and increased collaboration among faculty:

• Linking computer science with fabrication, math and engineering

• Strengthening the Lower School science curriculum with additional  
hands-on experiments

• Supporting the visual arts

The additional space will allow for the development of more clubs and after- 
school activities.

Possible future renovations create opportunities to augment our curriculum with: 

• 3rd science lab

• Creative writing workshops

• Fitness room

• Photo lab

• Animation, virtual reality lab



Preservation of Our Historical Building
In 2003, the International School of Boston became the proud owner of our historic 
building, the former Almshouse of Cambridge, located at 45 Matignon Road and built in 
1851 by the famous architect Gridley J. F. Bryant. 

We have enhanced and transformed our building over the years to make it more functional 
and to adapt it to our growing population of students. 

Every year, we need to maintain and improve our infrastructure, making careful choices 
about expenses. As the beneficiaries of this legacy, we are committed to preserving its 
historic value and beauty. 

In 2014, when the north façade needed to be reinforced, we decided not to add beams 
on the outside walls to strengthen it. Instead, the work was completed on the inside – a 
more expensive solution – but invisible today, keeping the beauty of this architectural 
jewel intact. 

WE ARE THE CONSERVATORS  

AND HEIRS OF THIS LEGACY  

AND IT IS OUR RESPONSIBILITY  

TO TAKE CARE OF IT. 



Make a Name for Yourself
Show your support of ISB by adding your name – or the name of a loved one, special 
teacher, or other individual – to a specific project. Naming opportunities allow individuals, 
families, and corporations to create a tangible legacy of a personal or professional 
connection to the International School of Boston – and our mission. 





45 MATIGNON ROAD • CAMBRIDGE, MA 02140 • T (617) 499-1451 • F (617) 499-1454 • WWW.ISBOS.ORG 

Questions? Ideas?
For more information about the ISB Fund for Excellence  
and how to support it, contact France Crespin,  
Director of Development and External Relations:

FCRESPIN@ISBOS.ORG 

TEL: 617-583-9216




